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[1] HYPOCRICY AND FABRICATION
EXCUSE TO STEAL RAPE AND KILL
-Replacement theology-“ISRAEL HAS BEEN
REPLACED [2]”HAKOM LEHORGHO
HASHKEM VEHORG -ONE WHO PLOTS
TO KILL YOU KILL HIM FIRST
I am God I gave the ten commandments. I God gave the written Torah - the
Pentateuch.

I God gave the Oral Torah - found today in the Talmud and summarized by the four parts of the Shulchan Aruch - the Code of Jewish law. I gave all these laws
at Mount Sinai 3500 years ago.

Anyone violating the last group of laws of the Ten Commandments-
[laws not to kill not
to steal not to give false testimony deserves to be punished in accordance with the civil and criminal laws of his nation state.
In the case of a whole group of people a nation or many nations who violate these laws the victims have the right to preempt and attack the aggressors and destroy them.
The Arabs fabricate that Eretz Israel belongs to them. They glorify the terrorists who kill innocent Jewish man women children.

Let the Jews
reciprocate in kind.

No mercy is to be shown. No compromise is to be offered. You do not compromise that
enables the Arabs to kill the Jews if not today then tomorrow.

YOU DO NOT SURRENDER YOUR POSITION OF STRENGTH.
YOU DO NOT ABANDON CONTROL.

FOR 2000 YEARS JEWS HAVE BEEN PERSECUTED
ROBBED RAPED AND KILLED BECAUSE THEY DID NOT HAVE CONTROL. NOW THAT JEWS HAVE CONTROL AND LIVE IN ERETZ ISRAEL IN
DEFENSIBLE BORDERS GIVEN BY ME GOD JEWs ARE FORBIDDEN UNDER PUNISHMENT OF DEATH TO SURRENDER ONE
CENTIMETER OF HISTORICAL ISRAEL JUDEA SAMARIA GOLAN GAZA JERUSALEM TO ANY ONE NOT A JEW.
WHY THE JEWS?
BECAUSE I AM GOD AND SO I ORDERED.

THE EUROPEANS WHO KILLED JEWS WITH THE
PHONY
FABRICATION
AND EXCUSE
THAT JEWS
HAVE BEEN
REPLACED ARE
AT THEIR
KILLING GAME
AGAIN.
THERE NEVER EXISTED AN HONEST BONE IN THE EUROPEANS FOR THE PAST 2000 YEARS. WHEN THEY WANT TO ROB
RAPE AND KILL
THE JEW THEY
JUSTIFY THEIR
CRIME THAT THE
JEW IS
REPALCED
BECAUSE HE
REFUSES TO
ACCEPT CHRIST
AS THE SON OF GOD AND GOD HIMSELF.

WHEN THE ROMAN CATHOLIC OR THE ORTHODOX OR THE
PROTESTANT WANT TO ROB RAPE AND KILL EACH OTHER THEY WHIP UP THE IGNORANT MOB WITH ANOTHER EXCUSE TO
JUSTIFY THEIR CRIME.

NONE OF THEM TELL THE TRUTH THAT THEY BENT THE GENERIC THEOLOGY
EXISTING THOUSANDS OF YEARS BEFORE THE ADVENT OF THE CHRISTIAN BRANDS OF THEOLOGY STARTING IN 325 ACE
ENGINEERED BY CONSTANTINE.

THE GENERIC CONCEPT OF A MARRIED VIRGIN IMPREGNATED BY THE FATHER.
GOD GIVING BIRTH TO A HALF GOD HALF MAN WHO IS LATER CRUCIFIED RISES FROM THE DEAD AND FLIES TO HEAVEN TO JOIN
THE FATHER GOD IN A TRINITY OR A GREATER PANTHEON OGF GODS IS OLDER THAN CHRISTIANITY BY 2000 YEARS.
IT IS THE MOLDING MATERIAL FOR THE INDIVIDUAL BRANDS OF THE EASTERN AND MID EASTERN RELIGIONS.
THE ANCIENT EGYPTIANS BUDHISTS INDIANS ROMANS GREEKS ALL HAD THEIR BRAND OF THIS GENERIC MOLD.
THE CONCEPT OF CHRISTIANITY AS WELL AS THE RITUALS AND PRAYERS CAN BE TRACED TO A COMMON FATHER AND MOTHER
GENERIC CONCEPTS THAT EXISTED 2000 YEARS BEFORE CHRISTIANITY.

THE GENERIC CONCEPTS AS WELL AS THE
OFF SHOOTING BRANDS OF THESE ANCIENT RELIGIONS - ALL OF THEM - REPLACED THE ORIGINAL RELIGIONS.
SO TOO,
CHRISTIANITY A LATER OFF SHOOT BRAND CLAIMES TO REPALCE NOT ONLY JUDAISM BUT ALL THE OTHER BRANDS
OF THE GENERIC CONCEPT OF THE TRINITY.

EUROPEANS HAVE CORRUPTED THE THEOLOGICAL
CONCEPT OF "REPLACEMENT".

AND USED IT AS AN EXCUSE TO ROB, RAPE AND KILL.
“REPLACEMENT” HAS BECOME THE GATEWAY AND LICENSE FOR THE VIOLATION OF “THOU SHALT NOT STEAL RAPE AND KILL”.
THE EUROPEANS TOGETHER WITH THE ARABS WANT TO STEAL RAPE AND KILL THE LAND OF ISRAEL FROM THE JEWS.
IT WILL NOT HAPPEN.
JEWS PRESENTLY HAVE CONTROL.

JEWS DO NOT GIVE BIRTH AND LIFE TO A
PALESTINIAN STATE THAT NEVER EXISTED. THE ONLY PURPOSE FOR THIS NON EXISTING ENTITY IS TO DESTROY THE
STATE OF ISRAEL AND KILL THE JEWS.

THE VENOM HATRED AND MURDER OF THE EUROPEANS FROM THE LAST
2000 YEARS HAS NEVER STOPPED. IT MORPHS UNDER DIFFERENT HATS AND UNDER DIFFERENT DISGUISES. THE HATRED OF JEWS
IS DISGUISED AS JUSTICE FOR THE PALESTINIANS. IT IS THE SAME SNAKE AS THE ANTISEMITISM THAT KILLED 6 MILLION JEWS AND 1 MILLION
JEWISH CHILDREN 70 YEARS AGO: 1940-1945.

SMASH THE HEAD OF THE SNAKE. DO NOT GIVE UP
CONTROL. IF THE SNAKE WILL BE IN CONTROL THE SNAKE WILL KILL ALL THE JEWS. JEWS SEE WHAT THE PALESTINIANS TEACH IN THEIR
SCHOOLS EXAMINE THEIR TEXTBOOKS. WATCH THE PALESTINIAN TV SHOWS READ THE PALESTINIAN NEWSPAPERS
AND BOOKS. ALL OF THEM WANT AJUDENREIN AREA FROM THE MEDITERRANEAN TO THE JORDAN RIVER. ARE YOU GOING TO GIVE THESE
MURDERERS A CHANCE TO DESTROY ISRAEL AND KILL JEWS?

I GOD AM THE SOURCE AND ABSOLUTE
CONCEPT OF MERCY KINDNESS AND LOVE AND FORGIVENESS.

I WANT MAN/WOMAN TO BE GOOD AND LIVE.
HOWEVER
THERE EXISTS

NO FREE RIDES.

NO FREE RIDE

NO FREE RIDE

NO FREE RIDE
WHEN MY CHILDREN PLOT TO KILL MY OTHER CHILDREN I GOD MANDATE THAT THE INTENDED VICTIM DEFEND HIMSELF/HER
SELF.

IF IN DEFENSE HE KILLS HIS ASSAILANT THEN HE HAS DONE MY COMMAND.
HAKOM LEHORGHO HASHKEM VEHORGO.

EUROPEANS NEVER TIRE. FOR THE LAST 2000
YEARS THE EUROPEANS HAVE HATCHED AL SORT OF EXCUSES TO JUSTIFY ROBBING RAPING KILLING ANY ONE-
FELLOW
CHRISTIAN
MUSLIM
BUDDHIST INDIAN
AFRICAN OR
JEW.

THE ONLY
REQUIREMENT IS
THAT THE VICTIM POSSESS SOMETHING THAT THEY DESIRE.

I GOD DO NOT CARE WHAT PEOPLE-OTHER
THAN JEWS - BELIEVE WHAT THE GOD HEAD REALLY IS. THEY CAN BELIEVE ANYTHING THEY DREAM UP. IT DOES NOT BOTHER ME.
WAHT THE EUROPEANS WITH THE CONNIVANCE OF THE CHURCH HAVE DONE IS TO TRANSFORM THE BRAND OF RELIGION THEY
SELECT AS ABSOLUTE TRUTH. ANYONE DIFFERING OR QUESTIONING THE AUTHENTICITY IS A LEGITIMATE
TARGET FOR PERSECUTION AND DEATH. TAKE A LOOK IN HISTORY AT THE CRIMES OF THE INQUISITION. TAKE A LOOK AT 2000 OF MURDER
OF ROMAN CATHOLICS AGAINST ORTHODOX AND VICE VERSA. TAKE A LOOK AT THE BUTCERY OF PROTESTANTS.
AGAINST CATHOLICS AND VICE VERSA. TAKE ALOOK AT THE MURDER OD CHRISTIANS AGAINST MUSLIMS AND VICE VERSA.
TAKE A LOOK AT THE KILLING IF SUNNIS AGAINST ALWITES AND SHIITES AND VICE VERSA.

TAKE A LOOK AT THE
SLAUGHTER OF SECULARISTS AGAINST RELIGIOUS MUSLIMS THAT IS OCCURRING TODAY IN SYRIA IRAQ AND EGYPT AND
TURKEY.

WHAT IS THE ROOT CAUSE - LUST AND TOTAL DISREGARD OF
WHAT I DECLARED NOT TO ROB NOT TO RAPE NOT TO KILL.

ALL THESE EUROPEANS AND MUSLIMS
DISREGARD WHAT I WRITE.
THEY DECLARE THEIR OWN PRINCIPLES.

ONE OF THEIR FABRICATIONS IS THAT ISREAL
CAN NOT KEEP JUDEA SAMARIA AND THE GOLAN AND GAZA AND JERUSALEM BECAUSE LAND ACQUIRED IN WAR CAN NOT BE KEPT.
WAIT A MINUTE.

IF THAT IS THE CASE JORDAN ACQUIRES JUDEA SAMARIA IN THE WAR OF
1948 TO DESTROY THE NASCENT STATE OF ISRAEL LIKewise IS NOT LEGAL. SO WHEN ISRAEL RECAPTURED THIS LAND IN
1967 THEY DID NOT VIOLATE ANYTHING.

FURTHERMORE LET US APPLY THIS “LOFTY” PRINCIPLE TO
ALL THE TERRITORY EACH EUROPEAN COUNTRY STOLE FROM ITS NEIGHBORS DURING THE LAST 2000 YEARS. LET THE
EUROPEANS RETURN TO THEIR NEIGHBORS THE LAND THEY STOLE THEN THEY CAN LECTURE THE JEWS.
I GOD DECLARE
THAT THE
ENEMY OF
HUMANITY ARE
THE EUROPEANS.
FOR ALL THEIR
CRIMES THEY
DESERVE TO BE
WIPE OFF THE
FACE OF THE EARTH.

THE DAY IS NOT FAR AWAY THAT THIS WILL HAPPEN. THESE SUS HUMANS WILL SELF DESTRUCT.